
MLQ1036 LED MOVING WASH

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

* High power 10w led,36pcs RGBW 4-in-1 leds
* Averge life: over 50000 hours
* Super bright high power leds, reflow soldering.
* New 4-in-1 technology,RGB+W color mixing,can          
make many colors
* PWM output,flicker free, no strobe for TV video 
or photo.
* LVS DMX model setting inside.
* Well tried by DMXter4RDMtm, run stable and 
unanimous in all kinds of DMX signal.
* Color changing,strobe,Dim 0-100%,speed 
adjustment,etc.
* Pan:540°, Tilt: 270°
* Built in programs,fade.
* Dmx512/Auto run/Master Slave/Sound activated
* Dmx channels: 14chs
* LCD DISPLAY
* The head of light is made by die-casting aluminium
Body color: black
* Protection rate: IP20
* DMX Cable (3-pin or 5-pin) 1pc
Power Cable 1pc
* Electronic:
* Power consumption: 280w
* Volt: 100-240V 50-60 Hz
* Certification: CE, RoHS
* Size: L33×W22.5×H380cm
* N.W: 8.0KG

DESCRIPTION: 

One of the brightest LED washed currently availabl

e. The MLQ 1036 uses high output 10 watt LEDs each 
containing Red, Blue, Green and White components. 
14 channels of dmx control are used to control the light 
and give rise to millions of colours and a wide range of 
effects. The operational menus in the light are easy to 
navigate with a large LED screen that is easy to see.  
 
FLICKER FREE OPERATION Many of the lower 
cost led fixtures will produce lines or ‘flicker’ on 
video footage as they are dimmed. This fixture 
uses high frequency PWM dimming to avoid 
interaction with the shutter in a video camera.  
 
LOW NOISE The MLQ1036 is one of the quietest 
fixtures of its kind on the market.

INQUIRIES: SCHOOLS BROADCASTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
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PRICE PER UNIT $2100 inc. GST


